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I dedicate this project to my parents, Darlene and André,
who taught me how to swim.
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When making my work, I am translating figments of my imagination into objects and images. I
manipulate materials with my hands and sometimes tools to shape the forms that reflect what
captivates me. It is a sensorial process that allows me to connect my physical body with my
well of emotions, and I can explore its gestures and tangents with relative freedom. Through
this labor, I create a safer space for being, my desire for which arises from my position as a
displaced settler, descended from slaves, living on land stolen from Lenape-Hoking people
and governed by a genocidal white supremacist faction of society. These social structures
simultaneously impose and deny violence through intersections of systemic racism, sexism
and classism to undermine the corporeal and psychological reality of the oppressed. I
experience this gaslighting routinely, in this academic institution, and while interacting with
people who can easily weaponize their positioning within the social hierarchy. The abuse of
power can cut through a person with devastating precision, manifesting as physical and
psychic lacerations customized to one's place within the hierarchy. Unless one belongs to the
most privileged class, there is no such thing as a safe space. It seems that the only relief
exists in creative delusion, tempered on occasion by plentiful doses of cannabis, sugar,
alcohol, sex, and of course, making art.
In this hyper-commodified society, where even relief is an object to be bought and
consumed, my imagination offers me an affordable respite from the overwhelming pressure of
society's demands. My thesis exhibition, Water Bearer (Figure 1), is a phenomenological
investigation into power and desire. I rely on self observation, mediated through material
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allegory, to create meaning beyond the dominant narratives of race and gender. For example,
by applying and removing media to the surface, mark making becomes an act of cleansing
where I metaphorically build up and break down ideas to better understand what is and isn't
mine to possess. I coat paper in water and ink, and glaze fired clay and then wipe, rinse and
scrub the residue from the surface only to soak them again with drippy pigment, and let them
settle just long enough so that only the most saturated areas remain after the next cleansing.
My process relies on improvisation because I am interested in understanding what
unconscious beliefs inform my thinking and decisions. As the surface accumulates, the marks
reveal images, like Rorschach tests that mirror my spiritual preoccupations.
Some of the oldest artworks in history were made from found minerals and the organic
remains of dead matter. The paintings found in Niaux cave made with charcoal are at least
14,000 years old, and even older are the ceramic remnants of pots found in Xianrendong
Cave from 20,000 years ago. They may have represented what was most valued by a
community, or were themselves the valued objects, but also reflect an ancient inclination
among people to craft visual parables to a mundane experience. Being subject to the whims
of an unrelenting environment can feel undignified, and like the ceremonial containers made
from the muddy residue of a turbulent landscape, or the magical drawings borne from the
charred aftermath of a raging fire, reclaiming and transforming such materials is a way to gain
agency and feel powerful. I uncover these qualities in myself when I use organic materials in
my practice and recognize my tethers to forebears and desire for spiritual transcendence.
Like an alchemist turning lead into gold, I experiment with the process until the work reflects
the weight and luster of something precious—both evidence of the past and faith in the
future.
The protagonists of my works on paper are mermaids, depicted as half human, half fish
chimera who embody both feminine and masculine physiology. When I made the first work in
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the series, titled Fat Femme Fish (Figure 2), I had just come from a trip to Puerto Rico where I
spent my days swimming in the warm waters near San Juan and imagining myself as a
mermaid navigating the shallow coasts. Back in the studio, I recalled one of Chris Ofili’s giant
paintings of Calypso, the seductive love interest of Homer’s Odyssey, whom he reimagined as
a mermaid. I began painting with the intention of translating this inspiration into some
figurative form but was unsure of how to do so without seeming trite or derivative. I first
washed the entire surface with a wide hard bristle brush drenched in water and then applied
strokes of black ink with a soft calligraphy brush. While watching the ink absorb into the
paper and meander into the water pooled in its divots, my mind wandered into a childhood
memory of me pretending I was a mermaid, something I had not considered until that
moment. I would wrap my hair in a scarf and my legs in a blanket, and let the fabric dangle
from my body while I flopped around on my parents’ bed as if I was underwater. I had been
obsessed with Disney’s The Little Mermaid film and idolized the main character, Ariel, for her
uninhibited self-determination, and had acted out the character that I perceived as a
strongwilled femme pursuing liberation from an overbearing society. I looked at the paper and
felt exhilarated as if I had been reliving that moment in my childhood in real time, and used
the paper towel I had lying around to press the surface and absorb some of the inky water.
The residue left behind a blurry form and I wet the paper again, this time spraying it with
water from a bottle and then brushing the surface again with inky strokes. I worked furiously,
riding the elation I felt from recalling that core memory until a figure emerged from the swirling
impressions.
In one other work on paper titled Tethys and Oceanus (Figure 3), the marks accumulate into a
narrative depiction of a kissing couple who are entangled in an embrace. The central figure is
a woman floating backward and horizontally in a reclining pose that recalls a Hellenistic nude.
A bearded, serpentine mermaid envelops her with his long, snaking tail and humanoid arms
while leaning into a kiss, and she embraces his head as she tongues his nose. Both have their
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eyes closed as if completely engrossed in the moment. Below them is a large crab facing the
viewer, and in the background above them is a giant squid peering at the scene with one eye.
While making this work, I kept thinking about intimate gestures and the origin of my ideas
about romantic love. I had been looking at the book Picasso's Vollard Suite: A Portrait of the
Artist in the 1930s published by Thames & Hudson in 1985, that featured many of his
etchings and included one series called Battle of Love. I was drawn to the effortless contours
of his drawn lines and figurative compositions, and had referenced one of the works in the
book to create the femme figure of Tethys. The scene is an allegorical romance that calls to
mind my memory of a portrait of my parents, taken by my father, while they were in the early
stages of their partnership. In that image, my father holds a camera in his right hand while
standing behind my mother, embracing her with the other, his left hand positioning her face
by her chin towards the lens as they both stare directly into it and at the viewer. When I asked
about the photograph, he mused nostalgically about their courtship and the passionate love
he had for her then and still retained. This romantic desire had been evident in the
photograph and it became burned into my mind as an image of ideal love ever since. The
reality of their dynamic, as understood by my childhood mind, was more conflicted and
removed from that expression of overt intimacy that had been immortalized in film. While the
central figures in my work are archetypes for primordial gods of water in Greek cosmology
and function analogously to my own origin story, the squid and crab figures are like the
foreboding messengers of the contention that belies the romance. They peer into the scene
and outward at the viewer with wide eyes, as bystanders privy to some damning information
unbeknownst to the us or the lovers.
The closed eyes of the figures in my works indicate an interior awareness and also an exterior
refusal. Through their gestures, they acknowledge their environment while also retaining a
presence of the metaphysical reality that comprises their emotional selves. In the largest work
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on paper in the exhibition, Ophelia (Figure 4), a woman floats facing upward in a black fluid.
Her head, shoulders, breasts and the mound of her belly are visible while the rest of her body
appears submerged from the waist down. Her right arm is outstretched as she grasps at a
ledge, loosely rendered as a single dark ink stroke, with a slight, closed-mouth smile on her
face. The title is a reference to John Everett Millais’s painting inspired by the eponymous
character in Shakespeare’s Hamlet, who drowns herself in a river when overcome with grief. I
reprised the narrative of coping with grief and seeking water as an escape as an act of self
care rather than a tragedy. The black fluid engulfs the scene with painterly gestures – the
marks drip, splash and diffuse throughout the dark and saturated field of ink and reflect the
underlying emotional complexity of grief, its weighty yet invisible impact on the psyche, and
the urgency with which it demands recognition.
My installation project, Milk Bath (Figure 5), involves manipulating clay, which is a medium
that feels new and also familiar to me. While making the first of a pair of approximately 24
inch tall busts, I recalled another sculpture I had made when I was 8 or 10 years old: a small
head in my mother’s likeness, recreated to the best of my childish abilities. I had forgotten
that I had made that sculpture so many years ago and considered how deeply buried in my
unconscious this experience had been. Rarely had I been given access to clay, and even rarer
had I been able to articulate my appreciation for my mother in a way that she could
understand.
The sculpture was a cool grayish mound, its primary shape being a sphere that had been
flattened at the base, its edges smoothed into a strong, rounded jawline, complete with a chin
cleft. Each element on the head was created separately and then applied, stuck on top of the
surface like little nodules on a Mr. Potato Head doll. The mouth looked like an enlarged coffee
bean, and the nose a lumpy pyramid planted in the center of the face with two oversized
holes gouged just below it for nostrils. I distinctly remember making the eyes by forming little
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balls between the palms of my hands and negotiating their respective distance as I pressed
them into the surface. The eyes are the most important part of the face because that is where
the life of a person shines through.
I rendered her hair, medium length dreadlocks, as little joint-shaped cylinders stuck around
the back and sides of the head until they collected at the very top and draped downward
from the center. Over the years they fell off, one by one, and she collected them next to the
remaining sculpture on her nightstand until they drifted off. I think the memory has stuck with
me because I had made something for my mother that she valued. She had been a black
woman surviving under colonialism her entire life and the burden of this position had
manifested as a heavy depression, the weight of which was felt throughout my childhood. Her
positive response to the things I had created for her made me see the empowering capacity
of art and I had embraced the absurd idea that I could relieve her of the weight she carried.
Three years after my mother died, when I was 17, I uncovered some of the pieces that had
collected between her nightstand and the wall behind it as my father and I prepared to move
out and leave my childhood home behind. I let the remnants be, as inadvertent artifacts of an
irreconcilable ruin left in the wake of her passing.
In college, when I had gained studio access and experimented with a variety of materials, I
rarely worked with clay. Instead, I made conceptual sculptures with metal, wood, foam and
plaster, and filmed and edited videos. I worked with everything but clay—except in one
assignment that was, in fact, another head sculpture. It was of a fellow student named
Lashonda, who recently contacted me on Instagram to say that she still has that sculpture
and keeps it in her backyard. She sent a picture as evidence and seeing the details again, her
sculpted face with the eyes, nose, and mouth all rendered naturalistically, sent me back to my
undergraduate sculpture studio. Back then, I had stood across from her during class while we
each modeled clay heads in our mutual likenesses. We had spent hours staring at each other
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while scrutinizing our bodies, metaphorically touching one another through the clay, joking
and flirting, passing the time. I stared at the sculpture in the photo, noticing the white,
cratered surface, slightly weathered from the elements and in sharp focus against the blurry
green lawn of her suburban Queens yard. It reminded me of a headstone, or some kind of
artifact perhaps, but a death reference nonetheless. It humors me how readily death can
encroach on the visual field.
I avoided clay during and after my undergraduate years partly because it slows me down,
resists me, pushes back at me even as it adapts under my pressure. The clay forces me to
consider its materiality and I become more malleable, pressing into it with wet fingers and
feeling for the correct density, texture, and form with deliberate intensity. I realized that the
slow pace creates a psychological space where my unnamed fears connected with memory
can surface, and for a long time, subconsciously, I did not want to allow that. I did not want
to slow down because making sense of my practice—threading together a story about my
grief and loneliness, and sharing it with another person—terrifies me. Exposing the logic of
my interior processes would be revealing that something is missing, and that there may not
be much there at all, a death knell for an artist’s erudite persona.
As I returned to clay for my thesis exhibition, I designed Milk Bath as an installation featuring
two ceramic busts facing one another. One of the figures appears to be spitting into the
other's mouth and both are partially submerged in a round basin filled with an opaque white
liquid made from food coloring mixed into water. The basin mimics the drippy ink textures of
the walls in sculptural form, and the bubbling, dark surface appearing like frothing, flowing
lava from a volcano after it had cooled. The figures indulge themselves in an intimate play
scene that can also be interpreted as a transgressive act of power exchange. I approached
this project using a variety of materials– I made maquettes with paper mâché and wire, and
tried pouring expanding foam over a wood armature, but these processes felt clumsy and
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constructed. Working with clay to make the figures felt effortless and also incorporated water,
which made a direct material connection to the work on paper. I hesitated because I believed
that I could not achieve the larger than human size due to the smaller kilns that were
available, but after consulting the clay and casting room technician, I felt confident about
achieving the results I wanted. To make the ceramic figures, I used a coil method involving
half-inch tubes—like fat stuff blunts rather than the skinny joints I used for my mother’s
locks—rolled as long as possible and stacked on a flat surface, each coil layered around an
imagined perimeter shaped like the cross-section of a human torso. The final form would
appear full and robust while retaining the hollow interior necessary for firing as well as space
for installing the fountain’s water pump system. The process is repetitive but also intuitive
because I have to feel my way through a sculpture that I have only rendered through drawing.
This intuitive mindfulness, part of most activities I now engage in, facilitates an emotional
integration that has been an essential life skill. It might even have improved my art.
I used a combination of polystyrene materials to make the fountain basin. First, I crafted the
base from 2 inch thick sheets of 2 x 4 foot foam board I had glued together and cut into a 6
foot diameter circle. The walls were crafted from foam board cut into multiple 8 x 11 inch
pieces and glued perpendicular to the base that formed the interior perimeter. The exterior
perimeter was made with an approximately 18 x 1 foot strip of cardboard covered in a plastic
drop cloth. Within the space created between the two perimeters, I glued smaller sheets of
foam perpendicular to the bottom and sides to form cavities where I poured the 2-part
expandable foam. After 45 seconds of mixing, it would expand to 10 times the amount, and I
had another 90 seconds of work time before it would harden. The speed at which I had to
work contributed to the gestural quality of the surface and its seemingly unconstrained
movement. I then coated it with primer and applied several washes of ink with a brush, which
I would scrub and reapply before coating the entire surface in clear acrylic medium.
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The gallery walls, painted in an inky black color, serve as the backdrop that bridges together
each of the works. I recreated the drip effect that's visible in my work on paper and sculpture
installation using watered-down Benjamin Moore matte paint, used a roller to apply it in
translucent layers, and let them drip and flow as they dried. The watery texture connects to
the artworks but also creates an immersive effect where the viewer feels integrated with what
they observe. I wanted to create a palpable metaphor for what is unseen, the space of
memory and imagination that is the metaphysical plane of human experience, but also the
sensation of being submerged in water. The dark color engulfs the space and creates the
additional sensation of drowning in the absence of light even while bits of the white surface
reveal themselves like glowing streaks through the dark.
As I developed the series on paper that punctuates these inky walls, I worked on the floor,
seated under a dim light on a yoga mat with my eyes squinting and deliberately obscuring my
vision as I drenched the surface with medium. I would occasionally hang wet work on a wall,
letting the mixture of ink and charcoal drip down the paper, but I mostly kept it on the floor,
literally grounding my practice in my sensorial experience of making. I borrowed this
approach from my yoga and meditation practice as a practical measure, a way to situate
myself as I uncovered and confronted and released the experiences stored within my body.
The friction that I felt while being in and working with water has become a catalyst for my
sensorial recollections, mediating both the difficult and pleasurable memories and carrying
me through it all like a vessel moving along a river’s current. The interior of any floating vessel
must be emptied out and made buoyant lest it sink. I let go, float, and trust that the currents
will grace me a way to peace.
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